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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of difference quations i now enjoying a period of renaissance; difference quations 
are growing in importance for many fields of science and engineering. This is in particular 
corroborated by the recent simultaneous advent of the three monographs [1-3] which are devoted 
to various aspects of the theory of difference quations. 
Our work intends to be an attempt o systematically (but briefly) arrange the general ideas 
and results of the research on the continuous difference quation 
x(t + 1) = f(x(t)), t • R +, (1) 
where f • C 1 (I, I) is a given function, I is a closed interval. We will acquaint the reader with the 
typical properties of the solutions, which seem unusual in the context of the theory of ordinary 
differential equations, and will try to unveil the inherent mechanisms of appearance of such 
solutions. These properties allow us to tell about widespread prospects for difference quations 
in simulating complicated oscillatory processes such as self-organization a d deterministic chaos 
(and just in those cases when it is difficult to apply ordinary differential equations). The main 
body of the paper is formed by the results from [3, Part 2], which set forth the standpoint of the 
theory of dynamical systems and are substantially supplemented here. 
Let us consider equation (1). Its solutions x(t) are generated by the so-called initial functions 
: [0, 1) --* I, in this way: by putting x(t) = ~(t) for t • [0, 1), we find the solution step-by-step 
x(t) = f(qo(t - I)), t • [I, 2), 
x(t) = f2(~( t -  2)), t • [2,3), 
x(t) = fn(qo(t - n)), t e In, n + 1), 
(2) 
here ]n denotes the n th iteration of f. Consequently, every solution of equation (1) is uniquely 
determined by its values on the initial interval [0, 1). Write x~ for the solution with the initial 
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function ~o (i.e., z(t) 11o,1)= ~o(t)). Seeing (2), x~ can be represented in the form 
x ,Ct) = t R +, (3) 
here [. ] is for the integer part of a number, {. } is for its fractional part. 
Unlike differential equations, the difference ones do not need for themselves any smoothness 
(and even continuity) of their solutions. Here, we will take an interest in the Cl -sraooth solut ions 
of equation (1). It follows from (2) immediately that the solution ac~ is Cl-smooth everywhere if 
and only if 
~pECI([0,1), I ) ,  ~(1 -O)=f (~(O) ) ,  and qb(1-O)=jf(~p(O)).~b(O). (4) 
From now on, we suppose the initial functions ~(t) to satisfy the above (consistency) conditions 
and treat these as being defined on the closed interval [0, 1] by putting ~o(1) = f(~o(0)). Let us 
denote by C1([0, 1]), I) the space of such initial functions. 
The principal distinction between continuous difference quations, on the one hand, and or- 
dinary differential and discrete difference quations, on the other hand, is due to that the state 
space of a continuous difference quation is infinite-dimensional. For equation (1) the state space 
is the space of initial functions ~o E C1([0, 1],I). For abbreviation, in the sequel we will write 
~o E C1([0, 1], I) instead of ~o E C1([0, 1], I). 
Smooth periodic solutions and solutions tending to them as t -* oo are characteristic of ordi- 
nary differential equations. For the difference quations of the form (1), the opposite situation 
is typical: generally the smooth solutions tend as t --* co to certain discontinuous functions; and 
smooth periodic nonconstant solutions occur only in exceptional cases and vanish under small 
perturbation of f .  Let us give a simple example illustrating how such asymptotically discontin- 
uous solutions arise. 
It is convenient to consider the equation 
y(t + 1) = At/(t)(1 - ~/(t)), 0 < A <_ 4, (5) 
because the properties of the corresponding map 
fx : z ~-* Az(1 - z), 0 < A < 4, (6) 
are familiar (see, for instance, [3]). We consider in detail two simple situations and only mention 
more complicated ones. Let ~o e C1([0, 1], S), ~o([0,1]) c (0, 1), and ~o be piecewise monotone. 
If i < A < 3, the map fA has the unique attracting fixed point z = c~1 with c~1 = 1 - 1/A and 
the unique repelling fixed point z = 0. In this case, f~(z )  -*  ~1 as n -*  co for any z E (0, 1). 
Therefore, all the solutions y~(t) are asymptotically constant and converge uniformly to the 
stationary solution y(t) - al .  
Let A -- 3.2. In this case, the map fx has two repelling fixed points z = 0 and z -- c~1 and 
a unique attracting cycle of period 2 formed by the points c=~ '2 = (A + 1 ± ~/A 2 - 2A - 3)/2A. 
Given any z E (0, 1) \ B(Otl), B(Otl) ---~ Ui>_0 fAi(Otl)' the sequence f~n(z), n E Z +, converges to 
one point of the cycle, and the sequence f~n+l(z), n E Z +, does to the other one. In view of the 
consistency conditions for any initial function ~, the set ~o([0, 1]) N B(al)  is nonempty and finite, 
hence, so is the set ~- l (B(a l ) ) .  It is this fact which dictates the solution l/~ to tend as t --* oo 
to a certain discontinuous function. Let, for example, 
for t e [0, t.], 
for t e [t., 1], 
and 
At t r~tom 3~ 
(then ~o-l(B(Otl)) = t.). It is easy to check that the solution y~ satisfies the following limit 
relations: 
lira yw(t + 2n) = o~ 1 
lrl,"~ O0 
fortE[O,t .) ,  f ~ fortE[O,t . ) ,  
a t t=t . ,  l imy~, ( t+2n+l )=/a l  a t t=t . ,  
for t ~ (t,, 1], a2 x for t e (t,, 1]. 
To understand what happens with the solution y~ (t) near the points r n' = t. + 2n and r~ = 
? 11 t. + 2n + 1, n E Z +, we note that there axe two sequences z n E (~,a l )  and z n E (~1,~22), 
n E Z +, such that 
f~ (zn) = fx and Zn, "--~ Otl, as  n "*  O0, 
f2n+l(_tt, (~)  tt xZn) = f~ and Z n ~ 0~I~ as  n ~ co .  
If we return to y~(t), we get two sequences 
~t n ---~ ~- - l ( z : )  "Jr- 27/, and  t :  = ~o- l ( z~)  -[- 2?'/, 3 t- 1, n E Z +,  
such that 
, ,=  ,,,,, 
Y~(,) A and Y~tn)=f~ nEZ +, 
and, moreover, t" - v" --* 0 and t~ - v" --* 0 as n --* co. 
This means that the graph of y~(t) approaches as t ~ co to the graph of the 2-periodic 
discontinuous step function 
for t e [o, t .)  and t ~ (t. + 1,2], 
at t = t. and t = t. + 1, 
for t ~ (t . ,t .  + 1), 
and, hence, the solution y~(t) is not uniformly continuous on R +. This type of convergence of
a continuous function to the discontinuous multivalent function, accompanied by outliers in the 
vicinities of the discontinuities, is called the Gibbs phenomenon [4]. In the case of equation (1), 
the amplitude of the outlier becomes table with time and depends only on the map f but not 
on the initial function ~o. 
How does the long-time behavior of y~(t) change if the set ~o-l(B(al)) consists of more than 
one point? Clearly, the only consequence of this fact will be the growth of the number of the 
discontinuity points of the limit function p~(t). In the above case, the solutions tend to the limit 
functions with a finite set of discontinuities. This is due to the fact that the limit function p~(t) 
is discontinuous only at the points of the set ~- l(B(al))  and the set B(al) is finite. Let us see 
what the set B(al) represents by itself. It is nothing else but the boundary of the basin (domain 
of attraction) of the cycle {c~, a~}. Of course, there exist maps for which the basins of cycles 
have much more complicated structures, and this implies the much more complicated behavior of 
the solutions of the corresponding difference quations. In equation (5), we have such a situation 
if, for instance, A = 3.83. In this case, the map fx possesses a unique attracting cycle of period 3 
whose basin has its boundary being a Cantor-like set. As a result, the solutions of equation (5), 
with the exception of the solution y(t) - al,  tend to discontinuous 3-periodic functions with an 
infinite (uncountable) number of discontinuities. If the map f has no attracting cycles, there 
may exist solutions of equation (1) whose limit functions are discontinuous at all points. Such a 
situation occurs for equation (5) with A = 4 which will be considered at the end of the paper. 
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In all the mentioned cases, the discontinuities of the limit function p~(t) have a common 
property, namely, let t, be a point of discontinuity for p~(t), then the point z, = ~o(t.) is unstable 
in the Lyapunov sense under the map fx. In the general case, it has been shown in [3] that for 
any solution x~ of equation (1) the corresponding limit function p~ is discontinuous on the set 
{t E R + : {t} E ~o-1(D(f))} where D(f) = {z: the point z is unstable under the map f}. The 
set D(f) is called the separator of the map f; when D(f) is closed (in fact, this is true for wide 
classes of maps), it coincides with the familiar Julia set if(f) (see [5] for the definition of if(f)). 
2. REDUCTION TO A DYNAMICAL  SYSTEM. 
COMPACTNESS OF TRAJECTORIES 
We have already noted that the cause of such "unaccustomed" solutions is that the state space 
of equation (1) is infinite-dimensional. To understand how this fact effects on the properties of 
the solution, we consider the dynamical system corresponding to equation (1). 
Seeing (2), equation (1) idduces the infinite-dimensional discrete dynamical (more exactly, 
semidynamical) system 
{CI([0, I],I), Z +, S}, 
(7) 
S~o=fo~o, for ~o E 01([0, 1], I). 
The solution x~(t) results from "joining" the functions (Sn~)(t) and (sn+l~o)(t) '~tail to tail" at 
every n E Z +. In this way, the problem on description of the long-time behavior of solutions of 
equation (1) is reduced to the construction of attractor for system (7). 
The phase space C 1 is a priori equipped with a metric, namely, the Cl-metric (which is 
usually employed for functions from C1). But the space C 1 is noncompact with respect o 
this '~traditional" metric. Therefore, it may occur that for some (possibly, even all or almost 
all) ~o E C1([0, 1],I) the corresponding trajectory S"~o lacks an w-limit set in C1([0, 1],I) and 
"intends" to leave the phase space. 
DEFINITION 1. A trajectory is said to be compact ff there exists an w-limit set for the trajectory 
in the phase space C1([0, 1], I). 
THEOREM 1. (See [3].) Let Per f  be the set of periodic points of the map f . All the trajectories 
of system (7) are compact ff and only if the set Per f is connected. 
Theorem 1 gives a simple and effectively verified criterion of all the trajectories of system (7) 
being compact. Indeed, for one-dimensional maps f : I --, I ,  the set Per f is connected if and 
only if there exists a closed subinterval (possibly, a point) I* C I, such that 
Perf = Perfll- and f If.= id or f2 i i .= id, (then Per f  = r ) ,  
here f .  is for the n th iteration of f,  id is for the identical map, and f If- is for the restriction of 
the map f on the interval/*. 
In view of the obvious but very important fact that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of dynamical systems of the form (7} and the set of maps f E C(I, I), one can 
easily conclude the following statement. 
COROLLARY 1. /Ja the space of all dynamical systems of the form (7), the set of systems with 
compact rajectories i  closed and no.here dense (in the topology induced by the topology of the 
space C(l, I) ). 
Of course, system (7) may possess ome individual trajectories to be compact even if Per f is 
a nonconnected set. Those are trajectories S"~, n E Z +, through the "points" ~ such that the 
set Per f I ~([0,11) is connected. In particular, every fixed point of the map f generates a compact 
trajectory of system (7), namely, let a E Fix f,  then the trajectory Sna = a, n E Z +, is compact 
and, moreover, the trajectory S"~, n E Z +, through the point ~ such that ~ maps [0,1] into 
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the basin of immediate attraction of just one of the attracting fixed points of f, is compact (see, 
for instance, equation (5) with 1 < A < 3). Hence, for any system of the form (7), there exists 
at least one compact trajectory, as the map f has at least one fixed point (which may be found 
repelling). 
Thus, it is the situation that the trajectories ofsystem (7), with the exception of those which are 
attracted to the fixed points of the system (these fixed points are nothing else but the functions 
~o(t) -- a with a E Fix f), lack their w-limit sets in the phase space, and system (7) has no 
attractor which is typical of system (7). 
3. COMPACTIF ICAT ION.  ATTRACTOR 
Let Per f be not connected. In order to describe the long-time behavior of the trajectories of 
system (7), it is necessary to complete the phase space Ci([0, 1], I) via a suitable metric and find 
their w-limit sets in the extended phase space. If almost all trajectories Sn~, ~ E CI([0, 1], I), 
have their w-limit set in the extended phase space, we are able to give a meaningful notion of 
attractor for system (7). Here and subsequently, by "almost all" we mean "a residual set" (i.e., 
"a set of the second category"). 
DEFINITION 2. By the attractor of the dynamical system (7), we mean a minimM closed set from 
the extended phase space, which contains the w-limit sets of ail or aimost all trajectories of the 
system. 
This definition was motivated by the work of Milnor [6]. 
We will get the desired completion if we enclose the phase space into some kind of compact 
spaces. Which functional space and which metric are reasonable to use? It is easy to see that 
the graph of the function (Sn~)(t) as n --. oo becomes more and more "similar" to a graph of 
an upper semicontinuous function which maps [0, 1] to (2t)pH, where (2t)pH denotes the space 
of all nonempty closed (with respect o "usual" topology by the Euclidean metric p) subsets of 
the interval I with the Hausdorff metric 
pH(A, B) = max kaea~SUp p(a, B), bessup p(b, A) } , A, B e 21. (8) 
Write sc([0,1], 2~) for the space of upper semicontinuous functions ¢ : [0, 1] --* 21. Since any 
function can be identified with its graph and for any ¢ e SC([0, 1], 2z), its graph, denoted by gr¢, 
is a closed set, the map F : ¢ ~ gr ¢ defines one-to-one correspondence 
r: sc ([0, t], 2') -. ([0, t] x 2').. 
This allows us to introduce a metric in the space SC([0, 1], 2 ~) as the one that is induced by the 
metric p/~. Namely, the metric in SC([0, 1], 21), denoted by A, is as follows: 
&(¢1,¢2) = pH(gr ¢l,gr ¢2), ~1,~2 E SC ([0, 1],21). (9) 
Write SCA([0,1],2 I) for the space SC([0,1],2 I) equipped with the metric A (the space 
SCa([0, I], 2 I) is compact because it is homeomorphic to the compact space ([0, 1] x 21).n ). 
In SCA([0, 1], 21), the convergence of a sequence of functions ~n to a certain function ¢ as 
n --* co means that 
ltn-,oo gr ~n = gr ~b, (10) 
where It is the symbol for the topological limit of a sequence of closed sets (see, for instance, [7] 
for the definition of topological limit). We will write the limit of a convergent sequence Cn E 
SCa([0, 1], 2 I) as Lirnn_.oo ¢..  
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Let us take SC~([0,1], 2I) as extended phase space. Each of the trajectories of system (7) has 
its w-limit set, denoted by w[~], to be nonempty in SC~([0,1], 2I) and, consequently, system (7) 
possesses an attractor (in the sense of Definition 1), which can be represented in the form 
~EC 1 
It should be pointed out that the choice of a metric is just a main problem in constructing an 
attractor. We note briefly certain merits of the space SCa as against spaces with integral metric 
which, at first sight, may seem suitable to use for the completion of the phase space C 1. 
The use of the space SCA ([0,1], 2 I) enables us not only to find the limit functions for solutions, 
but also, by attaching certain values (from the set 2 z) to these limit functions at their disconti- 
nuities, to conclude how solutions behave as t -* oo in the vicinity of their points of asymptotic 
discontinuity. This information, in which we are interested, is lost when a space with integral 
metric is used, because in the latter case, it is a common practice to attach no values to functions 
at their discontinuities. 
In addition, by employing a space with integral metric, we need to exclude from consideration 
functions whose discontinuities form a set of positive Lebesgue measure. For this reason, not only 
individual solutions but also wide classes of difference quations drop out of our range of vision. 
In particular, let us take a look at equation (5). We have said that the limit function p~(t) for 
the solution y~(t) has its discontinuities at the points of the set ~-l(D(f~)). Let A+ = {~ : 
mesD(f~) > 0). As it is well known [8], rues A+ > 0. Therefore, mes {~: mes~-l(D(f~)) > 0} 
is positive too, and we cannot investigate quation (5) when X belongs to the set A+ of positive 
Lebesgue measure. 
4. THE w-L IMIT  SETS OF  THE TRAJECTORIES  
In order to clarify what the attractor of system (7) represents, we try to prolong the system 
onto the extended phase space. System (7) induces formally the dynamical system 
{sea([0, 1], 2I), Z +, S}, (11) 
S¢ = f o ¢, for • • SCA ([0, 1], 2 ' ) .  
(Any function f defined on the interval I can be naturally extended onto 21 by use of the rule 
f( I ' )  = Ozel, f (z )  for any closed set I '  C I. Here and below, we use this extension where 
necessary without special indications.) 
Certainly, system i l l )  is not necessarily a continuous extension of the initial system, but is 
really so under some restrictions on f and ~ and, moreover, the w-limit set of the trajectory S~ 
can be found in an explicit form. These restrictions were given in [3]. To formulate them, we 
need to involve the following sets: 
e>O j>O ~_>j 
= N N U -- N N U 
e>O j>O i>j e>O j>O i_>j 
where Ve(z) = (z - e, z + e) N I, V+(z) = [z, z + e) n I, V['(z) = (z - e, z] N I, and 
Do(f) -- {z • D( f )  : the equalities Q/(z) = Q](z)  = Q-](z) are not valid}. 
The sets Qy(z), Q,'](z), and Q~ (z) are known as the domain of influence and the right and the 
left domain of influence of the point z under the map $, correspondingly. 
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DEFINITION 3. A function g E CI(J, I) is satid tO 8atis~ the tvf-condition f l i t  has the fol/owing 
properties: 
(a) f ig(z) - -const for v E [vl, v "] C J ,  then [vl, v "] ~ g-l(D(f));  
(b) f ig(v) has an extremmm at a point v* C J, then v* ~ g-l(Do(f)). 
The geometric meaning of the try-condition is quite obvious: for a function g to satisfy the 
tvl-condition, the graph ofg(v) may meet in the (v, z)-plane the straight lines {z = ~, ~ E D0(f)} 
only transversaily and must have no common intervals with the straight lines {z = a, ~ E 
D(f)}.  That is why we take the term "tvf-condition", i.e., transversMity condition. The principal 
significance of the tvl-condition is in the guarantee that 
Qf(g(r))  = N N U fi(g(Yx(r))) (12) 
e>0 j>0 i_>j 
holds for any fixed z E d. 
Restrictions on the map f are as follows: 
(i) f satisfies the tvf-condition; 
(ii) for any z E I, the set Qf(z) is either a cycle or a cycle of intervals; 
(iii) supzel q(z) < OO, where q(z) stands for the period of Qf(z). 
Recall, that the ordered set of intervals {J , f ( J ) , . . . ,  fn - l ( j )}  is called a cycle of intervals of 
period n if fn ( j )  = j and int J N int f~(J) = 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1. 
The restrictions (i)-(iii) are of general nature. For instance, the map fA in the right side of 
equation (5) satisfies these restrictions on the set of values of parameter which contains an open 
subset, namely, the set {A : fA has a strictly attracting cycle}. 
REMARK 1. It is the restriction (i) which guarantees system (11) to be the continuous extension 
of system (7). If (i) holds, the attractor of system (7) is nothing but the likely limit set (after 
Milnor [6]) of the set C1([0, 1], I) (which is the phase space of system (7)) under system (11). 
As for the initial functions ~o, there is just one restriction on these, namely: 
~o satisfies the tvf-condition. 
We will denote by ~( f )  the set of such initial functions. 
THEOREM 2. Let conditions (i)-(iii) hold. Then system (11) is the continuous extension of 
system (7). If moreover, ~o E ~(f),  then the w-limit set of the trajectory Shoo, n E Z +, of 
system (7) is a cycle of period q of system (11) with q being the least common multiple of q(z), 
z E I, more precisely, 
w[~a] = {fro o~o, f o foo o~o,... ,fq-1 ofOO o~o}, (13) 
where fco E SCz~(I,I) is an upper semicontinuons function given by 
f°°(z) = Qp(z),  z e I (14) 
(and q is not necessarily the sma//est period of the cycle w[~o]). 
This theorem is a sharpened reformulation of Theorem 1.3 from [3] in terms of w-limit sets. 
As we see, the map foo, called the key map, is a factor in understanding the long-time behaviour 
of solutions of equation (1). Here, we present (without any explanations) the main properties of 
the key map: 
foo = Lira fnq, 
tt---*OO 
foo o f = f o foo and f~ o foo = fro. 
For more detail, we refer the reader to [3]. 
(15) 
(16) 
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REMARK 2. It is worth pointing out that Theorem 2 does not remain valid if at least one of the 
properties (15) and (16) is broken. Here, we clarify this only for the first of the relations (16) 
which is the simplest o be considered. So, for any ~o, the "points" ~o and f o ~o generate the 
same trajectory of system (7). This implies w[~o] = w[f o ~] for any ~o, which is impossible if
f~  o f # f o f~  (by (13)). 
REMARK 3. Contrary to the first of the restrictions on f (which implies (16)), the last two may 
be weakened (see [3] for a deep discussion of this problem). 
How many trajectories of system (7) does Theorem 2 cover. 7 The answer is given by the 
following theorem. From now on, we assume conditions (i)-(iii) to hold throughout the paper, 
not referring to this every time. 
THEOREM 3. If the set Do(f) is of the first category, the attractor of system (7) can be repre- 
sented in the form 
q-1 
~= U cJ[~0]= U U f"°f°°°~°" (17) 
~e~(f) ~e~(f) n=O 
The situation with Do(f) being of the first category is not unusual. In fact, such a situation 
is typical of the set of smooth unimodal (i.e., with just one extremum) maps I -* I, denoted 
by U(I), namely: for almost all (in CX-topology) maps f 6 U(I), the set Do(f) is nowhere dense 
in I. This situation is likely to be also typical of general Cl-maps. If this hypothesis true, the 
global attractor of almost every dynamical system of the form (7) has the form (17). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. In view of Definition 2, here is another way of stating Theorem 3, 
namely: if the set Do(f) is of the first category, the set ¢( f )  is residual (in the phase space 
c1([o, 1],I)). 
We will prove this latter statement. Let ¢1(/) and ¢2(/) be sets of initial functions ~o which 
comply with the first and the second of the tvf-conditions, respectively. As ¢( f )  = ¢1( f ) f~¢2( f )  
and ¢1(f) is obviously everywhere d nse (in C1([0, 1], I)), we have to analyze the topological prop- 
erties of the set ¢2(f). So, the set Do(f) can be represented in the form Do(f) = U~ez+ D~(f), 
the sets D~ being nowhere dense in I. Then the set 
m;(f) = U m~cf) 
~Ez + 
is of the first category (as is Do(f)). 
Let us consider the topological massiveness of the set 
¢*(f) = {~0 6 CI([0, 11,I): ~o has no extremum on the set ~o-l(D~(f))}, 
which contai,s the set ¢2(f). 
represented in the form 
where 
The complement of the set ¢*(f), denoted by ¢0(f), can be 
¢oCf) = U ¢~(f)' 
dEZ + 
"~(f) = {~06 01([0, I],I) : ~o has at least one extremum on the set ~0 -I (~)} .  
To construct the sets ¢~(f), we note that 
Ug, i Z÷, 
aEZ + 
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with 1~ being open subintervals of I such that U,ez+ @I~ = D~(f). Then, 
• = U U 
eEZ+ a,bE~ 
where ~ is the set of rational numbers and 
~a,b),s(f) ----'{(i E C1([0, 11,/): (i(t) E ~ for t ~ (a,b) 
and there exists t* E (a,b) such that (i(t*) E a~}.  
It is easy to see that the sets @~a,b),s(f), i 8 E Z +, a,b E ~, are closed cluster ones, and 
consequently, they are nowhere dense in C1([0, 1], I). Hence, @~(f) is of the first category and 
so is ~0(f). We conclude from this that the set ~*(f) and, moreover, the set ~(f)  is residual 
(in 01([0, 1], I)) as required. II 
5. LONG-TIME BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTIONS 
We can now describe the long-time behavior of solutions of equation (1) in so far as we know 
the o~-!bnjt sets of trajectories of system (7). As was shown, in studying equation (1) we cannot 
confine ourselves to the space C 1 (R +, I), we must call on the space SCzx(R +, I) of upper semi- 
continuous functions with the metric A. 
DEFINITION 4. We say that a solution x(t) of equation (1) tends as t --* oo to the function 
p(t) E SCA(R +, I) ff 
A (x(t) lIT, T+1], p(t) IIT, T+I]) ~ 0, as T -~ oo, (18) 
and denote this fact as x(t) ==~ p(t). 
Let us equip the space CI(R+,I) with a topology. A metric (and a topology) in CI(R+,I) 
is induced by the metric of the space of initial functions C1([0,1], I), namely, the metric in 
CI(R +, I), denoted by Q, is as follows: 
#(='(t),="(t)) = I I= ' ( t ) I to , , l - x " ( t )  t[o, lllc, • (19) 
In order to describe the long-time behavior of the solutions, one should only use formula (3) and 
Theorems 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 4. Every solution x~ of equation (1) with (i E ~(f) is asymptotica//y periodic and 
tends as t --* oo to the q-periodic upper semicontinuoas function 
p~( t )=( fno f°°o( i ) ( t -n ) ,  tE [n ,n+l ] ,  nEZ +. (20) 
If the set Do(f) is of the first category, Mmost all solutions of equation (1) (in the topology 
induced by the metric 0) are asymptoticadly periodic and have the property z~(t) ==~ p~(t) with 
p~o(t) given by (20). 
P~MARK 4. Every limit function p~(t) with (i E ~(f)  can be considered as a generalized solution 
of equation (1) which belongs to the class SCzx(R +, I). In fact, it is quite obvious that p~(t+l)  = 
f(p~(t)) for any t E R + (ffp~(t') is a nontrivial interval at some point t -- g, this equality means 
that the intervals p~(g) and p~(t' + 1) are equal to each other). For (i ~ ~(y), it is no longer 
true that the function p~(t) given by (20) satisfies equation (1) (because (12) is not fl~lfined at 
some points g E [0, 1]). 
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What are the long-time properties of the solutions z~ with ~ E ~(f)? Theorem 4 shows that 
they are actually determined by the limit functions p~(t) (more precisely, the functions ]co o ~). 
There are two main characteristics of 'the complexity" of p~(t): 
- the discontinuity set, denoted by D~, which consists of the discontinuity points of p~(t) 
as a map from R + to I (in other words, D~ is the set of the multivalence points ofp~(t)); 
- the spectrum of jumps, denoted by T~, which consists of the values p~(t) at the points 
t E D~ (note that these values are nontrivial closed intervals). 
The key map ]co is decisive in the properties of the sets D~ and T~. We can conclude from (14) 
and (20) the following: 
(a) 
D~ = {t • R+: {t} • ~o-l(D(f))}, 
because the value of the key map at a point z p is a nontrivial interval if and only if z p 
belongs to the separator D(f). 
(f~) The function p~(t), as a map from R + in I, is univalent and continuous on the set R + \D~ 
and, moreover, if J is an w-interval of the map f, p~(t) is a constant on every interval from 
the preimage t0-1(J). An interval J is called an w-interval of f if all its points generate 
trajectories which have the same w-limit set. 
(~) The spectrum of jumps T~ is a finite set which consists of the intervals Q]q(Z), z • 
~o([0,1]) N D(f). 
As we have just now seen, the set ~o-I(D(])) plays a dominant part in the description of 
the limit functions p~(t). The property that the set ~o-l(D(])) is infinite are characteristic for 
difference quations of the form (1). 
THEOREM 5. (See [3].) H the map ] has a cycle of period n > 2 and there exists a point t* • [0, 1] 
such that the value ~o(t*) fall.q into the basin of this cycle, then the set ~o-l ( D(]) ) is infinite. 
DEFINITION 5. Solutions x~ of equation (1), with ~-l (D( f ) )  being an in6nite set, are said to 
be turbulent. 
The long-time behavior of a turbulent solution is chaotic: the number of its oscillation on the 
interval [T, T + 1] increases ad infinitum as T -* c~. 
DEFINITION 6. By the number of oscillations of a function on some interval, we mean the number 
of subintervals on which the function is monotone. 
Write K(g; [a, b]) for the number of oscillations of the function g on the interval [a, b]. We could 
answer in which manner K(x~; [T,T + 1]) changes as T --* oo, with the help of the topological 
entropy of the map f,  denoted by ent(]). Roughly speaking, we assert that for a turbulent 
solution x~ of equation (1), K(x~; IT, T + 1]) grows as T --* co according to the power law if 
ent(f) = 0, whereas it grows exponentially if ent(f) > 0. To simplify the strict formulation (and 
proof) of the above-mentioned fact, we restrict ourselves to the class of unimodal maps and take 
advantage of the formula for the entropy 
ent(f) = lira 1 log g(.fn; I), (21) 
r$ --*CO n 
which takes place for piecewise monotone maps ] : I ~ I (see [9]). 
THEOREM 6. Let f • U(I) and 
1 
H(x~) = lira sup ~ log K(z~; [T,T + 1]). 
T-*co  
(22) 
I fent(f)  = 0, H(x~) = 0 for any piecewise monotone initial function ~. 
I£ent(]) > O, there exist initial functions ~+ such that tt(x~+ ) > O. 
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PROOF. The proof of Theorem 6 is very simple. For convenience, we set T = N, N being a 
positive integer (this involves no loss of generality). From (2), we get 
K(x~; IN, N + 1D = K (fN o ~; [0,1]). 
Let ent(f) = 0. Since 
1 < K (fN o ~; [0, 11) < K(~o; [0, l l). K (fN; 1), 
we see that 
0 <_ H(x~) < ent(f) = 0, 
and finally, that the first statement of the theorem is valid. 
If ent(f) > 0, we take advantage of the inequality 
K (fN o ~0; [0, 1]) > K (fN; ~p([0,11)). 
From this, it follows that H(x~+ ° ) = ent f for any initial piecewise monotonic function ~o + such 
that ~o+([0, 1]) = I, which proves the second statement of the theorem. I I  
Note, we have actually proved that K(x~+; [T,T + 1]) cc e T'entl. 
Certainly, the set of functions ~o + for which H(x~o+) > 0 is substantially wider than the set 
of functions ~o + involved in the proof. The description of this set is too complicated to be given 
here. 
6. "ABNORMAL" PROPERTIES OF THE LIMIT FUNCTIONS: 
SELF-SIMILARITY, FRACTALITY, AND SELF-STOCHASTICITY 
The geometry of turbulent solutions of equation (1) is of a great importance in simulating 
actual turbulent processes and is worthy of thorough consideration i a separate paper. Here, we 
will briefly touch on only two main geometric properties of the limit functions, which are typical 
of continuous difference quations and, on the contrary, seem abnormal from the standpoint of 
ordinary differential equations. 
At first sight, the long-time behavior of turbulent solutions may seem absolutely chaotic. Nev- 
erthelees, the turbulent solutions axe in some specified sense ordered. The level of ordering of a 
turbulent solution can be characterized by means of the corresponding limit function. The limit 
functions of turbulent solutions may have a very complicated structure from the geometric point 
of view. The graph ofp~ may have a Cantor structure or, as it is sometimes said, a scaling invaxi- 
ant structure, namely, grp~ may be a locally self-similax set with the fractional fractal dimension 
(Cantor-like sets axe the simplest objects with such properties). Now, following Mandelbrot, such 
sets axe also called fractals [10]. 
For the discussion of general-scientific aspects of the concept of sell-similarity, we refer the 
reader to [11]. In tl n, a set is briefly said to be strictly self-similax if it contains arbitrarily 
small pieces, each of which is a small replica of the whole set, and, usually, one calls it simply a 
self-similar set, when no confusion can arise. We make the following mathematical formalization 
for the notion of self-similaxity in conformity to a set which is the graph of a SC~-function. At 
this point, it is convenient for us to replace the symbol grp by the symbol G(p). 
DEFINITION 7. A set G~p) with p E SCA(R+,2 I) is said be self-~imilar above a point t* ffthere 
exists a neighborhood V of the point t* and an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism a : V --* V 
with t* being its unique fixed point such that 
(p o a)(t) = p(t), t E V. (23) 
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Serf-similarity of a set G(p) above a point t* means serf-similarity of the set G(p) at the point 
(t*,p(t*) . It is obvious that the diffeomorphism ~, called a self-similarity trsasformation, is not 
un/quely defined. 
We call a point t* ~ (0, 1) a trimal point of the set G(p) if the function p(t) : [0, 1] -* 21 takes 
the same value, say Pr, in some right semineighborhoods of the point t* and the same value, 
say Pl, in some of its left semineighborhoods (with exception, possibly, t* itself). The set G(p) is 
easily seen to be self-similar at its trivial points (we can take any contracting diffeomorphism as 
self-similarity transformation). 
Here, we are interested in the set G(p) with ~ e ~oo(f), where we have put ~oo(f) = {~o e 
~( f )  : ~o-l(D(f)) is an infinite set}, i.e., ~oo(f) is the subset of initial functions which give rise 
to turbulent solutions of equation (1). As the set G(p~) is extracted from the set G(f  °° o ~o) 
(see (20)), it is sufficient o consider G(f  °° o ~o) only. 
Which points is the set C( f  °° o ~) self-similar above? In the first place, those are its trivial 
points. The set of trivial points for G(f°°o ~o) consists of the points t* such that ~o(t*) is either an 
interior point of some co-interval of the map f or a common endpoint of two w-intervals. Hence, 
the points of the set (0, 1) \ ~o-l(D(f)) and the isolated points of the set ~o-l(D(f)) are trivial. 
Moreover, nonisolated points of the set ~- l (D( f ) )  may also be found trivial. But if the set 
~o-l(D(f)) does not contain any preimages of an w-interval of f ,  none of the nonisolated points 
of qo-l(D(f)) is trivial for the set G(f  °° o qo). 
The question "What are the properties of the set G( f  °° o qo) in the vicinity of its nontrivial 
points (which are necessarily condensation points of the set qo-l(D(f)))? '' , generally speaking, is 
not so simple. The answer is partly given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. The set G( f  c~ o ~o) with ~o 6 ~oo(f) is self-similar above every point t* such 
that ~o(t*) belongs to the basin of a repelling cycle the map f ,  i.e., ~(t*) is a Misiurewicz point 
of the map f.  
PROOF. For simplicity, we assume z* = ~o(t*) to be a repelling fixed point of the map f and ~o to 
be monotonic in the vicinity of the point t*. Then one can find a neighborhood V of the point t* 
such that the map ~ = ~o -I l~(v) of-q [~(v) o~o Iv is a contracting orientation-preserving diffeo- 
morp m u-'q°o point," ( ecau o -- < i) We 
self-similar transformation for G(f  °° o ~o). The property foo o fq = foo implies (23) immediately, 
as was to be shown. | 
COROLLARY 2. The set G~)  with ~o E ~oo(f) is self-similar above every point t* such that 
~o({t*}) is a Misiurewicz point of the map f .  
Note that the point t*, such that ~o({t*}) is a Misiurewicz point of the map f, is not necessarily 
to be nontrivial for the set G~) .  
Now we turn our attention to one more feature of turbulent solutions: the graph of a turbulent 
solution may be found to be a fractal. Recall that a set is said to be a frsctal if its fractal 
dimension is more than its topological dimension. As is well known, self-similarity and fractals 
frequently accompany each other, although it would be a mistake to believe that if a set is self- 
similar, then it is fractal (see [11] for a deep discussion). In particular, a set G(p) is not ftactal 
if it is self-sirnilar above its trivial points only. 
There are several different versions of fractal dimension. We will use the box-counting dimen- 
sion which is the most convenient in applications. Let us recall the definition. Let G be a closed 
set from R m and or be a cover of the set G by open sets of diameter < r. The box-counting 
dimension of the set G is given by the formula 
dimb G = lira log No(r) 
r-.oo logl/r ' (24) 
where Na(r) = supa. NU(oer), NG(ar) is a min imum number of sets that can form a finite 
subcover of the cover c~r. 
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Below, we will need the following properties of the box-counting dimension: 
(1) i rA = BUC and BNC = 0, then 
dim b A = max{dim~ B, climb C}; 
(2) if A = I x B where B C R 1 and I is an interval, then 
dim b A = 1 + dim b B; 
(3) let A C R 1 and g : R 1 --, R 1 be a Cl-smooth map, then 
dimb A >_ dimb g( A ). 
The first two properties are easily obtained from (24) and the third needs a proof. To do this, 
we will put B = g(A) and will avail ourselves of the inequality 
<_ NA 
where g - l (a r )  is the cover (of the set B) which consists of all (open) sets g- l (a)  with a E at.  
This inequality implies 
NB(r) = supNB(ar) <_ sUpNA (g-l(rVr)) <_ sUpNA(~r*) = NA(r*), 
Otr O~e J[~r ° 
where r* = max{r, supaeg_,(a.)diama}. Since g is a Cl-smooth function, 1/r* = s(r)/r, where 
s(r) = O(r) as r --* O. Hence, 
logNA(r) (~olOgl / r  + logs(r) -1 
dim b B < lim = • dim b A = dim b A, 
- r ' - .0  log  1/r* log 1/r 
which establishes the third property. 1 
Let us return to equation (1). As in the latter case, the set ~o-l(D(f)) is proved to be 
"responsible" for the fractal geometry of the graph G(pw). The strict formulation of this fact is 
given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. /I¢¢p • ~(f )  and 
0 < dimb(~O([0, 1]) N D(f)) < 1, (25) 
then the graph of the limit function p~ is a [ractal (i.e., 1 < dimb G(p~) < 2). 
This theorem is a direct consequence of the following lemma. Note that (25) may occur only 
ff 0 < dimb D(f) < 1 and ~o G @oo(f). 
LEMMA. If ~o e ~(f), then 
dimb G(p~) _> 1 + dimb(~O([0, 1]) n D(f)). (26) 
PROOF. Write J~o, i = 1, 2,..., l, for the elements of the spectrum of jumps T~ of the limit 
function p~ and ~o-X(D~(f)), i = 1,2,... ,I, for the subsets of the discontinuous set ~o-X(D(f)) 
such that p~(t) = J~ if t E ~0-1(D~(f)). By virtue of the above properties of the box-counting 
dimension, we conclude that 
dimbG(p~) > dimbG(p~ ]~-I(D(/))> = max dimb J~ x ~o-l(Di(f)) 
- i<~<t 
= 1 + max dimb ~o-l(D'(f)) >_ 1 + max dimb(9~([0, 1]) n D'(I)) (27) 
i<i<t i<~<t 
= I + dimb(~O([0, i]) n D(f)). 
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Consequently, (26) holds. 
Besides Theorem 8, the lemma results in one more important consequence, as follows. 
If the set D(f) contains an interval, say J (th/s is true if and on/y if the map f has a cycle 
of intervals), then for any initial function ~o E ¢~(f) such that ~o([0, 1]) N J ~t 0, the graph of the 
corresponding limit [unction p~ is a two-dimensional set, i.e., 
dimb G(p~) = dim G(p~) = 2. (28) 
Here, we face a paradoxical situation: the graph of a smooth solution x~ on the interval 
IT, T + 1] is typical to be a space-filling curve as T ~ oo. Equation (5) will make this clear. All 
points from [0, 1] are unstable under the map f~ if A -~ 4, i.e., D(f4) = [0, 1]. In this case, for 
any solution y~, with ~o ~ 3/4, and any ~ > 0, the number of oscillations of t1~ on IT, T + ~] 
grows ad infinitum as T ~ cc and the graph G/l/~ I[T,T+6]) tries to fill the whole rectangular 
IT, T + 6] × [0, 1] as T --, oo, more precisely, for any given resolution e ~> 0, one can find T* ~> 0 
such that the graph GIF ~ lIT, T+6]) passes by every point of the rectangular [T,T+~] × [0, 1] with 
a distance less than e if T > T*. 
Solutions whose limit functions have the property (28) take up a particular place among the 
solutions of equation (1). They lead to the appearance of so-called "deterministic randomness", 
namely, in order to characterize the long-time behavior of the solutions, it is necessary to pro- 
ceed to a probabilistic description. Let x~ be such a solution. The space-filling property of 
G(~]~ I[T, Tq-6]) means that for any arbitrarily close t', t" E ~o-l(J), the values x~o(t' + n) and 
x~(t" + n) may differ from each other in the magnitude of the order of d iamI  beginning with 
certain n*. That is why the question "What is the value of x~(t) at t : t*?" loses its meaning 
when t* > n* and t* E ~o-z(J). In this case, it is reasonable to state a question in the following 
way: "What is the probability that the value x~(t*) belongs to a set A C I?". 
The answer for this question is possible to give where the map f has an invariant measure 
concentrated on a set of positive Lebesgue measure. Such a situation we call self-stochasticity [12]. 
For a thorough treatment, we refer the reader to [13]. 
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